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License of Publishing Rights
I hereby grarrt to the Mimbar Keadilan an exclusive publishing and distribulion license in the
manuscript identified above and any tables, illustrations, or odler material sub$rtted for:

publication as part oI the manus.ript (the "Article") in print, electronic, and all otl€r media
(whether now known or later developed), in any form, in all languages, throughout the world,
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Article is accepted for publication. This license includes the right to enforce the dghts granted
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Supplementary Files
With respect to Supplementary Files that I wish io make accessible tfuough a link in the Article
or on a site or through a service of the Mirnbar Keadilan, Mimbar Keadilan, shall be entitled
nr publish, post, reformai, indoi archive, make available, and lii ( to such supplementary
Files on a non-exclusive basG in all forms and media (whedrer now known or later developed),
and permit others to do so ior non-commercial purposes. "Supplementary Files" shall mean
additional materials that are not an intrinsic part oJ the Article, including but not lilnited to
experimental data, e-components, encodings and software, arld enhanced graphical,
illustraiive, vldeo, and audio natedal.
Scholarly Communication Rights
I understand that I retain the copyright in the Article and fhat no rights in patents, tradernarks
or other intellectual prope*y rights are transiered to the Mimbai Keadilan,. As the researcher
of the Article, I understand that I shall have: (i) the same rights to reuse the Article as those
a[owed to *rnd pafiy users of the Artrcle under the CC-BY-SA Licerlse, as we[ as (ii) the dght
to use the A:rticle in a subsequent compilation of my wolks or to extend the Article to book
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User Rights
The publisher wili apply the Creative Commons Attribution-ShaleAlike 4.0 International
Li€ense (CC-BY-SA) to the Article whcrc it publishes the Article in the Mimbar Keadilan on its
online and/or o{fline plat{orms on an Open Access basis. The CC-BY-SA license al}ows users
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Copyright Notice
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